David and Stephanie Pekala
800 Brick Mill Run #411
Westlake, Ohio 44145

6/7/09

Dear Colin and the gang,
Dave and I would first of all like to say a huge THANK YOU to Colin, all of the
members of the band including the additional three piece brass section, and the support
staff. Everyone was extremely professional, kind, and a ton of fun too! I don’t think
Dave and I have ever been so impressed as much as we were the night of the reception.
We have and continue to receive the most wonderful compliments about both the band
and the music. Pretty much everyone has said this was the most fun reception he/she has
ever been to.
Secondly, the music was absolutely amazing. Dave and I are not your traditional
wedding types as most of our family and friends know. We were looking for some flavor
for our reception. We had been going to see Colin and the Band ever since we started
dating six years ago, but because of their notoriety, we were unsure if we could ever get a
band that good to play our wedding. After meeting with Colin, there was no doubt in our
minds that we had found exactly what we were looking for. They played hardcore for
three hours never showing a sign of fatigue. The music was surreal especially hearing the
brass mix with the band. I do not think I have ever heard better live music in my life.
Colin and the band even learned our wedding song “Thank You” by Led Zeppelin which
seems even more appropriate as I am writing this letter. Our first dance was so special
because of this.
Thirdly, I can not begin to express how easy it was to work with Colin. I am
definitely a planner and try to do things in a timely fashion. I have never had a vender or
business ever get back to me as quickly or as considerately as Colin did. I emailed during
an afternoon inquiring about date availability and quotes and had a response by dinner
time. If that does not speak a thousand words, I don’t know what else does. Over the
next several months, emails were responded to promptly and meetings were casual and
comfortable just like me and Dave. His organization was very much appreciated as I am
an organization freak (hence my notebook Colin). His timeliness as well as professional
nature was impeccable. And most of all, Colin is one of the most friendly, warm
personalities I have met in awhile.
Overall, the experience working Colin and the Band was amazing. It makes me
wonder how anyone could ever have a DJ at their wedding after the experience we had.
It was truly a very special night in so many ways. The music was truly the highlight of
our night. Thank you once again for the some of the greatest memories Dave and I will
ever have. I end this letter with a quote from my brother from the night of the reception,
“You guys should get divorced so we can do this all again!’’
Sincerely,
Dave and Stephanie Pekala
May 2, 2009 Wedding

